Response of stratospheric tracers to the 2015/16 QBO disruption
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Abstract

Mostly driven by equatorially trapped gravity waves that propagate from the troposphere to the stratosphere, the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) is a downward propagation of alternating westerly and easterly zonal wind shears in the tropical stratosphere with a period of \(\sim\)28 months. The QBO strongly modulates the upwelling associated with the Brewer-Dobson circulation, therefore impacting the composition of trace gases entering the stratosphere. During the winter of 2015/16, an unexpected shift from a westerly wind shear to an easterly wind occurred at 40 hPa. Here, we analyse the impact of the 2015/16 disrupted QBO on the observed water vapor and ozone tracer gases from Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) in the tropical lower stratosphere by using a multiple linear regression method. We find a decrease in water vapor and ozone between 380–450 K following the unexpected QBO disruption during the 2015/16 boreal winter and an increased rates of the same tracers between 450–600 K from boreal spring to fall.

1 Overview

1.1 Introduction

The quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) is a downward propagation of alternating westerly and easterly zonal wind shears in the tropical stratosphere with a period of \(\sim\)28 months. It is driven mostly by equatorially trapped gravity waves that propagate from the troposphere to the stratosphere (see Fig. 1A) \cite{1}. The QBO was first discovered during the late 1950s by the independent work of R. A. Ebdon \cite{2} in the United Kingdom and R. J. Reed \cite{3} in the United States. The QBO has a direct influence on the stratospheric polar vortex through the Holton-Tan effect \cite{4} and thus can affect the extra-tropical surface weather during boreal wintertime through downward coupling \cite{5}.

Figure 1: Long range forecasts of the QBO from before and during the 2016 disruption, and wave driven circulation changes associated with the formation of 40 hPa westward zonal wind. Forecasts from 1st December (A) show the usual phase progression of descending eastward wind in the lower stratosphere. Forecasts from June (B) show growth, descent and decay of the anomalies westward wind near 50 hPa and a second period of eastward QBO winds in late 2016. (C) Latitude-pressure plot showing February 2016 mean zonal mean wind (filled and black contours), Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux (25) (black arrows) and their extent (grey contour) (from Osprey et al.,2016 \cite{7}).
1.2 Mechanism of the 2015/16 disrupted QBO

During the winter of 2015/16, an unexpected shift from westerly ($w_{\text{QBO}}$) to easterly ($e_{\text{QBO}}$) winds occurred. In January 2016, $e_{\text{QBO}}$ phase develops in the center of the $w_{\text{QBO}}$ phase early before the $w_{\text{QBO}}$ phase completed the 28 months cycle (see Fig. 1B) [6, 7]. As suggested by Osprey et al. 2016 [7], planetary Rossby waves propagating from the northern hemisphere (NH) to the southern hemisphere (SH) in the winter stratosphere most likely accounted for the QBO disruption. During winter, planetary waves normally propagate upward from the mid-latitudes to the upper stratosphere, break and deposit their westward momentum there. In February 2016, a strong easterly subtropical jet developed in the upper stratosphere between 35–10 hPa, which prevented the waves from propagating upward causing them to be reflected horizontally equatorward (see Fig. 1C). The austral summertime westward winds prevented the Rossby waves from propagating into the SH, resulted in wave breaking and westward acceleration [7, 8]).

2 Impact of the disruption on tracer gases in the tropical lower stratosphere

The Brewer-Dobson circulation (BD-circulation) [9] is the stratospheric mean meridional circulation defined as a slow circulation, in which air rising from equator is transported polarward into the stratosphere. BD-circulation undergoes an annual cycle and changes on interannual timescales. A major mode of variability is the QBO, which triggers a modulation of vertical transport in the stratosphere by affecting temperature and thus heating rates [10, 11]. According to Plumb and Bell, 1982 [12], the $e_{\text{QBO}}$ phase enhances upward transport while $w_{\text{QBO}}$ reduces the upward motion and transports rapidly stratospheric trace gases and aerosols towards the poles. This modulation of the BD-circulations is illustrated on Fig. 2 modified from Trepte et al., 1992 [13]. Thus, this disruption of the QBO during the winter of 2015/16 is expected to modify the BD-circulation, therefore impacting the transport and distribution of stratospheric trace gases [8]. Using Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) ozone ($O_3$) and water vapor ($H_2O$), Tweedy et al., 2017 [14] analysed the response of these trace gases to the disrupted 2015/16 QBO. This study concluded that while changes in the global stratospheric $O_3$ and $H_2O$ from late spring–fall 2016 are attributed mostly to the disrupted QBO event, strong El Niño in the 2015/16 winter could strongly bias their analyses in the lower stratosphere. Randel et al., 2009 [15] showed that El Niño cools the tropical lower stratosphere and strengthens the tropical upwelling, therefore decreasing $O_3$ and increasing $H_2O$ in the lower stratosphere.

2.1 Multiple linear regression model

To properly disentangle the QBO impact on the tracer gases in the tropical lower stratosphere from the other natural variabilities, the 2005–2016 monthly zonal mean ozone ($O_3$) and water vapor ($H_2O$) from MLS satellite product [16], as a function of latitude ($\phi$) and altitude ($z$), is analysed by using a multiple linear regression model from Diallo et al., 2012 [17]. We go beyond this previous work by including the Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) [18] term into the multiple linear regression method in order to take into account the effect of aerosol on the mean age and its trends. This model yields for a give trace gas, $\chi$
\[ \chi(t, \phi, z) = a(\phi, z) \cdot t + C(t, \phi, z) + b_1(\phi, z) \cdot \text{qbo}(t - \tau_{\text{qbo}}) + b_2(\phi, z) \cdot \text{enso}(t - \tau_{\text{enso}}) + b_3(\phi, z) \cdot \text{aod}(t - \tau_{\text{aod}}) + \varepsilon(t, \phi, z) \]  

(1)

where qbo is a normalised QBO index from CDAS/Reanalysis zonally averaged winds at 30 hPa, enso is the normalised Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI) [19] and aod is the AOD from satellite data [18]. AOD from the other data sets yields the similar result. The coefficients are a linear trend \( a \), the annual cycle \( C(t, \phi, z) \), the amplitude \( b_1 \) and the delay \( \tau_{\text{qbo}} \) associated to the QBO, the amplitude \( b_2 \) and the delay \( \tau_{\text{enso}} \) associated to ENSO and the amplitude \( b_3 \) and the delay \( \tau_{\text{aod}} \) associated to AOD. The constraint applied to determine the parameters \( a, b_1, b_2, b_3, \tau_{\text{qbo}}, \tau_{\text{enso}}, \tau_{\text{aod}} \) and \( C \) is to minimise the residual \( \varepsilon(t, \phi, z) \) in the least square sense. As the combination of amplitude and delay introduces a non linear dependency, there are multiple minima as a function of the parameters. In order to determine the optimal values of \( \tau_{\text{qbo}}, \tau_{\text{enso}} \) and \( \tau_{\text{aod}} \), the residual is first minimised at fixed lag and then over a range of lags. Here we neglect solar forcing, because our data set covers only two solar periods.

2.2 Tropical lower stratospheric O\(_3\) and H\(_2\)O response to the QBO disruption

![Figure 3: Disrupted 2015/16 QBO impact on tropical lower stratospheric ozone and water vapor from MLS data set.](image)

(A) Time-altitude cross-sections of the 10\(^{\circ}\)S–10\(^{\circ}\)N monthly-mean H\(_2\)O response to the QBO variability derived from the multiple linear regression fit over the 2005-2016 time period. The small panel below indicates the QBO index (red line). (B) Tropical H\(_2\)O changes related to the QBO variability derived from (A) and averaged over 380–450 K. (Blue line): H\(_2\)O anomalies, (Green line): QBO index at 30 hPa. (C) Time-altitude cross-sections of the monthly-mean tropical O\(_3\) response to the QBO variability derived from the multiple linear regression fit over the 2005-2016 time period. The small panel below indicates the QBO index (red line). (D) Tropical O\(_3\) changes related to the QBO variability derived from (C) and averaged over 380–450 K. Vertical black line indicates the January 2016. Black contours indicate the anomalies. The Lag-correlation of the QBO is estimated from the fit and is equal to 6 months.
Figures 3(A-D) show the amplitudes of the QBO impact on the variability of the water vapor and ozone in the tropical lower stratosphere. Clearly, QBO strongly modulates the tropical water vapor and ozone entering the stratosphere. Remarkably, these trace gases reveal a footprint of the disruption (black vertical line in the figures). The $e_{\text{QBO}}$ phase decreases O$_3$ and increases H$_2$O with a delay by enhancing upward transport of young air poor in ozone and rich in water vapor. The water vapor changes related to disruption at 40 hPa are delayed in the lower stratosphere due to fact that water vapor is a tropospheric trace gases. The $w_{\text{QBO}}$ phase decreases the upward motion of the circulation inducing the opposite effect on trace gases in the lower stratosphere. Figure 3A shows a regular QBO impact on the H$_2$O anomaly from 2005-2015 followed by its drastic decrease in the tropical lower stratosphere (up to about 20%), which reaches its maximum in fall 2016. Our results show an increase of water vapor in the tropical lower stratospheres. Figure 3B shows that the decreasing H$_2$O in the lower stratosphere is correlated at 0.57% to the QBO variability. The $e_{\text{QBO}}$ and $w_{\text{QBO}}$ phases induce a regular variability in the stratospheric O$_3$ as shown on Figure 3(C,D). With a simultaneous presence of $e_{\text{QBO}}$ and $w_{\text{QBO}}$ wind shear in the tropics, the stratospheric circulation responded to the disruption by decreasing the tropical stratospheric O$_3$ between 380–450 K by up to 10% and increasing O$_3$ by up to 15% above (Fig. 3C). This O$_3$ anomaly correlates with the disrupted 2015/16 QBO at -0.55 in the lower stratosphere (Fig. 3D). The O$_3$ response to the disruption is consistent with Tweedy et al., 2017 [14].

3 Conclusion

The unexpected disruption of the QBO, induced by the planetary Rossby waves propagating from the NH into the tropics during the 2015/16 winter, and its impact on the stratospheric circulation was presented in this report. By using a multiple linear regression model and stratospheric observed trace gases from MLS data set, we found that the 2015/16 disrupted QBO during the NH winter substantially changed the composition of the stratosphere. These changes are due to the close relationship between the BD-circulation and QBO variability. The unexpected shift from $w_{\text{QBO}}$ to an $e_{\text{QBO}}$ during the NH winter of 2015/16 induced a decreasing water vapor and ozone between 380–450 K and an increase between 460-600 K after April 2016. Overall, our findings are consistent with Tweedy et al., 2017 [14].
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